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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a direct workflow simulation method with which the future enactment
service processes of a BPM system can be simulated directly (i.e., without a model conver-
sion). The proposed method may easily be implemented on a commercial BPM system by
plugging in a couple of software modules (no internal modification of the BPM system is
required). Previous researches on workflow simulation relied mostly on conversion methods
in which process definition models (PDMs) are converted to simulation models and the sim-
ulation is performed by a separate simulator. More recently, a direct workflow simulation
method based on the concept of listener was proposed. However, with the listener approach,
(1) some internal modification of the BPM system is required, (2) PDMs have to be modified
slightly, and (3) reliable simulation is not guaranteed. The direct workflow simulation
approach proposed in this paper, which we call the mediator approach, is free of these short-
comings. Moreover, the mediator approach is suitable for workflow simulation involving
multiple BPM systems. In a ‘direct’ workflow simulation, (1) the work-list handler of each
participant is replaced by a participant simulator, (2) simulation is carried out by the work-
flow engine of the BPM system, and (3) a software module called synchronization manager
(mediator or listener) handles time synchronization during simulation. In this paper, the
architecture and detailed logic of the mediator are described as DEVS models. The behaviors
of participant simulators are also described as DEVS models. The proposed workflow simu-
lation method has been implemented on a commercial BPM system as well as on an aca-
demic BPM system, and an illustrative workflow simulation example is provided.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

According to the Workflow Management Coalition, the workflow management system (WfMS) is a software system that com-
pletely defines and automatically executes workflows in order to manage the actual flow of work so that the right work is done
at the right time with the right information by the right person in the organization [10]. Recently, a WfMS used for business
process management (BPM) is often called a BPM system, with an emphasis on orchestrating operational business processes
that are driven by explicit process designs [2,9]. Along with this development is an increased awareness of need for workflow
simulation in BPR (business process reengineering) [9], and the simulation is regarded as a key function of a BPM system [2,3].

The software module of a BPM system in charge of managing the actual flow of work is called a workflow engine or enact-
ment server (we use the latter term throughout the rest of the paper), the service provided by the enactment server to auto-
matically execute workflows is called enactment service, and the people involved with enactment service are called
participants. An explicit model of business processes to be managed is called PDM (process definition model), and an in-
stance of PDM being executed is called process instance. A process instance is a directed graph with each node representing
an activity to be performed by a participant. Activities are sent to the participants via work-list handlers.
. All rights reserved.
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The process life cycle of BPM consists of a series of phases [9]: Discovery (clarification of how business processes work),
design (building PDMs for business processes), execution (providing enactment services), operation (interacting with partic-
ipants while monitoring the business processes), optimization (improving PDM), and analysis phases. There may be three lev-
els of feedback in the BPM life cycle: (1) feedback from the operation phase to the execution phase at run time, (2) feedback
from the optimization phase to the design phase at build time, and (3) feedback from the analysis phase to the discovery
phase. Workflow simulation corresponding to each level of feedback is referred to as run-time workflow simulation (for dy-
namic rescheduling of process instances), build-time workflow simulation (for improving PDM), and BPR workflow simulation,
respectively. A BPM system equipped with these feedback mechanisms (i.e., workflow simulations) is called a closed-loop
BPM system [34]. Often the terms workflow simulation and BPM simulation are used interchangeably [18].

Early researches on workflow simulation focused mostly on BPR [17,19–21,23,24,33], where general business processes
or workflows were simulated. These researches had little to do with BPM systems. Another line of workflow simulation re-
searches focused on validating and/or optimizing PDMs of a BPM system, where the PDM is converted into a formal model
such as Petri-net and DEVS or to a proprietary simulation language and then simulation is carried out with the converted
model [1,14,15,26,28,30–32]. The build-time simulation concept was also employed in animation-based debugging of soft-
ware systems [6]. With this conversion approach, there may be some information loss during the conversion, and the par-
ticipants’ behaviors may not be easily converted.

Recently, the authors’ group presented a listener approach to direct workflow simulation with which process instances, to-
gether with the behaviors of participants, can be simulated directly (i.e., without a model conversion) using the enactment
service mechanism of a BPM system [22,29]. In a direct workflow simulation, (1) the work-list handler of each participant is
replaced by a participant simulator, (2) simulation is carried out by the enactment server of the BPM system, and (3) a soft-
ware module called synchronization manager handles time synchronization during simulation. However, with the listener ap-
proach, (1) some internal modification of the BPM system is required, (2) PDMs have to be modified slightly, and (3) reliable
simulation is not guaranteed. More details of the listener approach will be given in the next section.

This paper proposes a different method of direct workflow simulation in which the synchronization manager ‘mediates’ the
communications between the enactment server and participant simulators. The direct workflow simulation approach pro-
posed in this paper, which we call a mediator approach, is free of all the shortcomings of the listener approach. Another
advantage of the mediator approach is that it is suitable for workflow simulation involving multiple BPM systems. In this
paper, details of the mediator approach are described employing the DEVS formalism [13], and an illustrative implementa-
tion using a commercial BPM system [1] is presented.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In order to make the paper self-contained, basics of enactment service mech-
anism and a review of previous works are presented in the next section. DEVS models of the mediator approach are pre-
sented in Section 3 and an implementation example is given in the section that follows. Conclusion and discussions are
provided in the final section.
2. Background and previous works

2.1. Enactment service mechanism of a BPM system

As the proposed workflow simulation method makes use of the enactment service mechanism of the BPM system, basics
of enactment service are briefly described using Fig. 1. For each instance of workflow, a process instance (PI) is created from
its process definition model (PDM). Depicted in Fig. 1 is a PI consisting of seven activities including start and end activities
Fig. 1. Enactment service mechanism.
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(note that there may be a large number of PIs in the enactment server). Right after the completion of activity W1, two activ-
ities W2 and W3 are enabled, and then the enactment server provides the following sequence of enactment services:

(1) Generates new workitems for the enabled activities W2 and W3.
(2) Sends out the new workitems W2 and W3 to their respective work-list handlers to be processed by the participant

who is either a single person or a group of people [12].
(3) Receives the completed workitem W2 from the work-list handler (W2 is completed first).
(4) Updates the state of the PI such that W2 becomes a completed activity.

Upon receiving the new workitem W2, the work-list handler notifies it to its participant, and the participant works on W2
for a time period of T2 and ‘reflects’ the results at the work-list handler so that the completed workitem is returned back to
the enactment server.

The communications (i.e., sending new workitems and receiving completed workitems) between the enactment server
and work-list handlers (or application handlers) are made based on the interface standards provided by Workflow Manage-
ment Coalition [10,11]. For this purpose, the enactment server has a type of internal data called workflow relevant data that
can be manipulated by work-list handlers and other applications via a set of standard API (application program interface)
functions.

2.2. Previous works

Works on workflow simulation may be categorized from two perspectives: how the simulation model is obtained, and
when the simulation is performed. From the first perspective, workflow simulation methods may be grouped into (1) mod-
eling and simulation method where the simulation model is obtained by modeling real-life business processes or workflows,
(2) conversion method where PDM in a BPM system is converted to a simulation model, and (3) direct or non-conversion meth-
od where PDM or process instances are used as simulation models. From the second perspective, as described in Section 1,
they are grouped into BPR simulation, build-time simulation, and run-time simulation.

As mentioned in Section 1, early works on ‘workflow simulation’ are concerned with the modeling and simulation meth-
od and BPR simulation. The potential uses of simulation in BPR is elaborated in [20,21], and how to build the simulation
model for BPR is shown in [17,33]. Also, the process of analyzing workflow is described in [19], and a C++ simulation system
for business process planning is presented in [24]. However, these works have little to do with a BPM system and are not
directly related to the subject of this paper.

Major works on workflow simulation involving a BPM system (or workflow management system) are concerned with the
conversion method that may be used for build-time simulation as well as for BPR simulation. A common feature of these
works is that a separate simulator is used for simulation execution of the converted model. In some works, PDM is converted
into a formal model such as a Petri-net model [14] or DEVS model [26,30], while in others, PDM is converted into a proprie-
tary simulation language such as Simul8 [1], SIMAN [15], ProcessMap [28], or iGrafx [31]. More recently, the same conversion
method was applied to a run-time workflow simulation, where process instances at run time are converted into colored Petri-
net models and simulation is performed by a Petri-net executor [32]. Compared to the direct or non-conversion method, an
advantage of the conversion method may be that workflow simulation can be performed off-line (i.e., independent of the
enactment server of the BPM system). However, drawbacks of the conversion method include (1) the converted model
may behave differently from the original model (PDM or process instance), (2) the behaviors of participants are difficult
to convert, and (3) making a BPM system equipped with simulation functions may take a lot of time and effort.

The direct method of workflow simulation recently presented by the authors’ group is the first attempt to directly sim-
ulate the PDM and process instances by using the enactment server itself [22,29]. In this method of workflow simulation, (1)
work-list handlers are replaced by participant simulators that locally simulate the behaviors of participants, (2) the enact-
ment server of the BPM system performs workflow simulation by providing ‘virtual’ enactment services to participant sim-
ulators, and (3) the synchronization manager ‘listens’ to the communications between the enactment server and participant
simulators in order to synchronize simulation times. The direct method of workflow simulation is a parallel simulation
requiring a time synchronization mechanism [4]. The direct workflow simulation system requires three types of software
modules: (1) an enactment server, (2) a synchronization manager (listener), and (3) a number of participant simulators rep-
resenting human participants as well as IT applications.

Shown in Fig. 2 are interactions among the software modules in the listener-based workflow simulator [29]. Data (i.e.,
workitems) are exchanged between the enactment Server and the participant Simulators, and the time synchronization is
handled by the synchronization Manager. At the start of each enactment service cycle, Server notifies to Manager the number
(l) of new workitems to be sent, and then starts sending out the new workitems (WN) to Simulators. In the mean time, Man-
ager waits while counting the number of new workitems received by Simulators, and when the count reaches l it makes a
series of message exchanges with the Simulators, and then sends an OK signal to the Server so that it can start a next cycle of
enactment service. To implement the listener approach, the enactment server has to be equipped with functionalities for
notifying l to the synchronization manager and for receiving the OK signal from it, which requires some modification of
the BPM system. Also, Manager has to wait at least a certain amount of time to achieve a reliable communication at the pres-
ence of a network delay, which may not be guaranteed. Another limitation of the listener approach is that it cannot handle
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workflow simulation involving more than one BPM system. In terms of the software design patterns [5], the direct workflow
simulation method shown in Fig. 2 may be classified as the Observer pattern, but we use the term ‘Listener’ borrowing from
[27].

3. Mediator approach to direct workflow simulation

Now we present a novel approach to direct workflow simulation that overcomes all of the shortcomings of the listener
approach mentioned above. Namely, with the proposed approach (1) no internal modification of the BPM system is required,
(2) existing PDMs and process instances are used as the simulation model without any modification, (3) correct simulation is
guaranteed, and (4) a direct workflow simulation may be performed with multiple BPM systems. Presented in this section
are an overview of the mediator approach, DEVS models of individual components, and the architecture of our workflow
simulation system. Summarized in Table 1 are all the parameters and variables used in the DEVS models.

3.1. Overview of the mediator approach to direct workflow simulation

Shown in Fig. 3 are interactions among the software modules (Server, Manager, and Simulators) in the mediator approach
to direct workflow simulation. In this framework, data exchanges between the Server and Simulators are made through the
Manager. Thus the role of the Manager is to mediate the communications between the Server and Simulators while manag-
ing time synchronization. This is a typical case of the Mediator pattern in software design patterns [5]. Here, the Manager
has all connection (i.e., session) information of the Simulators that handle all new and completed workitems, and thus it can
handle the ‘standard’ enactment services provided by the Server.

At the beginning of an enactment service cycle, the Server generates new workitems {WN} and starts sending them one by
one to the Manager. In the mean time, the Manager ‘looks into’ the Server to get the number (l) of newly generated workitems
by using the API function ListWorkitems() specified in the WfMC standard [11]. Then, the following sequence of actions is ta-
ken by the software modules involved:

(1) The Manager passes each new workitem (WN) received from the Server to a pertinent Simulator while counting the
number (m) of new workitems it has passed.

(2) When m (number of passed workitems) becomes equal to l (number of newly generated workitems), the Manager
broadcasts a message to every Simulator requesting to send its local next-event time (sL).
Table 1
Parameters and variables used in the DEVS models.

Name Description Name Description

a Arrival time of workitem N Total number of participant simulators
b Number of busy people in a group participant NEL Next-event list
c Completion time of workitem q Number of workitems in queue
clock Local simulation time of participant simulator td Time delay
G Group size (number of people in the group) WN New workitem
j ID number of a participant simulator Wc Completed workitem
j* ID number of the selected participant simulator p Processing time of workitem
LLT List of local next-event times (sL) sL Local next-event time of each participant simulator
m Number of new workitems received sG Global next-event time
n Number of participant simulators replied l Total number of newly generated workitems
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(3) Each Simulator j reports sL (its local next-event time) to the Manager.
(4) The Manager selects a Simulator j* whose next-event time is smaller than others (sG = Min{sL for all j}), and broadcasts

sG (global next-event time) and j* to all Simulators.
(5) The selected Simulator j* completes its workitem (and advances its next-event time), and returns the completed work-

item (WC) back to the Manager.
(6) The Manager passes the completed workitem (WC) to the Server which in turn updates the pertinent process instance

to initiate the next cycle of enactment service.
3.2. DEVS modeling of enactment server and synchronization manager

As the internal behavior of a parallel simulation system is not easy to describe as a sequential algorithm, we use the DEVS
modeling framework [13] to describe the internal structures and interactions among the modules involved (i.e., the enact-
ment server, synchronization manager, and participant simulators). More specifically, we augmented the DEVS model prim-
itives [35] with the Event Graph primitives [8,25]. Our version of the DEVS model primitives is summarized in Table 2, where
the ‘?’ symbol is used for external input, ‘!’ for message output, ‘D’ for internal-transition elapsed time, and ‘�’for condition.

Shown in Fig. 4 is a simplified version of DEVS model of the enactment server which is a simple finite state machine hav-
ing three states. It is initially in the ‘Wait’ state and moves to the ‘Processing’ (update PI and generate {WN}) state when the
Start input is received. Once it has generated all the new workitems (for the enabled activities), it sends out the new worki-
tems {WN} to the synchronization manager and moves to the ‘Ready’ state. Then, it waits in the ‘Ready’ state until it receives a
completed workitem WC, and then moves back to the processing state. It should be noticed that the processing state may not
generate a new workitem, in which case, {WN} is a null set, meaning that the state is changed to ‘Ready’ without sending out
any workitem.

Fig. 5 shows a DEVS model of our synchronization Manager together with its interactions with the enactment Server and
participant Simulators. At the beginning of an enactment service cycle, the Manager stays in the ‘Wait for first WN’ state with
m (number of new workitems received) equal to zero. Then, (1) if the first WN(p, j) with its processing time p and the partic-
ipant simulator ID j is received, the Manager moves to the ‘Get l’ state after sending WN(p) to Simulator j and setting m to
one, (2) otherwise it moves to the ‘Get l’ state after a time delay of td. At the ‘Get l’ state, the Manager obtains the value of l
(number of newly generated workitems) by using an API function (see Appendix A), and moves to the dummy state D1 after
setting l = l + m. Then, at the dummy state D1, the Manager goes to the ‘Wait for next WN’ state and comes back until m is
equal to l. At this point (m � l), the Manager moves to the ‘Wait for sL’ state after sending the ‘Request sL’ message to all
Simulators and setting n (number of Simulators replied) to zero.
Table 2
DEVS model primitives.
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Now the Manager waits in the ‘Wait for sL’ state until it receives the local next-event times (sL) from all Simulators (i.e.,
n � N) while storing the value of each sL in the list of local next-event time LLT[j]. Then, the Manager selects a Simulator
j* whose sL is the smallest designating it as the global next-event time (sG), and moves to the ‘Wait for WC’ state after broad-
casting sG and j* to all Simulators. Finally, if a completed workitem WC is received from the selected Simulator j*, the Man-
ager sends the WC to the Enactment Server and moves to the ‘Wait for first WN’ state to start a next cycle of enactment service.

3.3. DEVS modeling of participant simulators

A typical participant of a BPM system may be regarded as a single server system in which arriving jobs (i.e., new worki-
tems) are put into a queue and a job is selected from the queue for processing based on a job selection rule (e.g., FIFO rule and
shortest processing time rule). Shown in Fig. 6 is a coupled DEVS model of a single participant simulator consisting of three
atomic DEVS models: Coordinator, Queue, and Processor. As the DEVS model is self-explanatory, additional explanations are
omitted.

If a participant of a BPM system is a group of people, the participant simulator becomes a multiple server system. A cou-
pled DEVS model for a group participant simulator is presented in Appendix B. In fact, the group participant simulator cor-
responds to one of the three cases of handling group participant that are specified by the Workflow Management Coalition
[12]. Thus, we need yet to develop group participant simulators covering the remaining two cases. If all the participants are
an infinite-capacity machine system, we may not need to define participant simulators, in which case the conversion method
of workflow simulation may be a suitable choice. For example, a PDM (or PI) may be easily converted to a formal model such
as Petri-net [7], and a sequential (i.e., non-parallel) simulation is carried out. For a sequential execution of a Petri-net model,
the activity scanning method [13] is widely employed.

3.4. Architecture of workflow simulation system

An existing BPM system equipped with a synchronization manager and participant simulators may be used as a build-
time workflow simulator. As depicted in Fig. 7(a), a process instance generator is also added to the simulation system, which
is used in generating process instances {PI*} from the process definition models (PDM) defined at Process Designer of the
BPM system. Here, Enactment Server provides ‘virtual’ enactment services to Participant Simulators through Synchronization
Manager. Architecture of run-time workflow simulator is shown in Fig. 7(b). At any point of time, a copy of the ‘real’ pro-
cess instances {PI} is obtained and it is converted into ‘virtual’ process instances {PI*}. Enactment Server then provides ‘real’
enactment services to Work-list Handlers with {PI} and ‘virtual’ enactment services to Participant Simulators with {PI*}
simultaneously. In the figure, only the work-list handlers for (human) participants are shown, but the application handlers
Fig. 5. DEVS model of the synchronization manager (mediator).
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Fig. 7. Architecture of direct workflow simulation systems.
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[12] for IT applications can also be replaced by application simulators. In this case, the term ‘performer simulator’ may be
used (instead of participant simulator) to cover both human participants and IT applications.

As will be described in Section 4, the build-time simulator architecture has been implemented. Implementing the run-
time simulator architecture would require additional effort. Another approach to developing a run-time workflow simulator
is to use two enactment servers, one for real enactment service and the other for virtual enactment service [29].
3.5. Direct workflow simulation involving multiple BPM systems

The model of the synchronization manager presented in Fig. 5 may be extended to cover a workflow simulation involving
a number of BPM systems. As BPM systems are widely adopted in various units of an enterprise as well as in different com-
panies of a value chain, there might be a growing need for workflow simulation involving multiple BPM systems to support
collaborations among participating organizations.

Fig. 8 shows a conceptual framework of direct workflow simulation involving multiple BPM systems. The enactment ser-
ver (ES) and a set of participant simulators (PS) are connected to a single mediator. This framework is an extension of the
build-time simulator architecture depicted in Fig. 7(a). Conceptually, the mediator (i.e., synchronization manager) for multi-
ple BPM systems should be the same as the one given in Fig. 5, but in order to implement this framework, a detailed scenario
for collaborative BPM has yet to be specified by considering all the interoperability cases defined in the WfMC standards [10].
Moreover, further research is needed to realize a run-time workflow simulator involving multiple BPM systems.
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4. Implementation and illustrative example

4.1. Implementation of build-time workflow simulator

The build-time workflow simulator depicted in Fig. 7(a) has been implemented as a prototype workflow simulator using a
commercial BPM system [1] and an academic BPM system [34] both of which are in compliance with the WfMC standards
[11]. The software structure of the prototype simulator is shown in Fig. 9. The synchronization manager and single and group
participant simulators have been developed under a Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 environment using the C# programming
language, and they are plugged into the BPM systems via a workflow engine connector module. Also included in the prototype
system are a process instance generator module for creating process instances (i.e., jobs) and a progress monitor module for
monitoring the progress of simulation executions. Both installation files of the prototype workflow simulator are made pub-
lic, and they may be downloaded from http://bpm.kaist.ac.kr. (The workflow simulator for the academic BPM system [34] is
made available mainly for international readers because the commercial BPM system [1] does not fully support English.)

The class diagram of proposed workflow simulation system (excluding GUI classes) is presented in Fig. 10. The structure
of the class diagram is exactly the same as that of the DEVS model shown earlier in Figs. 5 and 6. In the DEVS model, the
atomic model synchronization manager (SM) is connected to the coupled model participant simulator (PS) consisting of atom-
ic models coordinator (C), queue (Q) and processor (P). The state variables of the atomic models are defined as enumeration-
type variables: SMState, CState, QState, and PState. Also, the external and internal events are defined as enumeration-type
variables: SMExternalEventType, PSExternalEventType, and PSInternalEventType. Each model (atomic or coupled) is represented
by a class whose main function is to handle the external/internal events and update its state variables: external events (i.e.,
messages from other atomic models) and internal events are handled by ExternalEventHanlder() and InternalEventHandler(),
respectively. In order to communicate with the workflow engine (i.e., enactment server), the synchronization manager
has an instance of class of workflow engine connector module which provides necessary API functions [11]. (Major API func-
tions used in implementing the proposed workflow simulation system are listed in Appendix A.)
Fig. 9. Software structure of the build-time workflow simulator given in Fig. 7(a).

http://bpm.kaist.ac.kr


Fig. 10. Class diagram of proposed workflow simulation system.
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4.2. Illustrative example

In order to test the prototype system, workflow simulation runs were made with a workflow data reported in the liter-
ature [16]. It is a bidding/contract process workflow consisting of 13 activities (see Appendix C). Among the 13 activities, five
are performed by three single participants (CP Manager, EVP, and CEO) and eight by two group participants (Bid/Contract
Division and Estimation Division). There are two people in each group. Also documented in the literature are mean process-
ing time (p) of each activity.

Fig. 11 shows the PDM (process definition model) of the bidding/contract process, which was defined with the Process
Designer module of the BPM system. The organizational structure (i.e., participants) was defined by the Organization Mod-
eler module of the BPM system (not shown). When defining each activity in the PDM, its processing time and participant are
Fig. 11. PDM of the bidding/contract process.
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specified. For each participant (single or group), a participant simulator module is constructed as a session and it is con-
nected to the Enactment Server via the Synchronization Manager with the Workflow Engine Connector. Also different types
of PDMs may be generated and stored with their ID.

Fig. 12 is the GUI of the Process Instance Generator (see Fig. 9) in which three types of PDMs are shown with ID numbers
101, 105, and 107. With the Process Instance Generator, a number of process instances of a given PDM type may be gener-
ated with specified ‘inter-arrival’ times. In order to see if the workflow simulation is properly executed, 16 process instances
for PDM-107 were generated with inter-arrival times following a uniform distribution with range from 0 to 40. The critical
path time of the PDM is 243.49 h meaning that a job (i.e., process instance) can be completed in 243.49 h if there are unlim-
ited resources (i.e., participants). Indeed, the turn-around time was found to be 243.49 h when a single process instance was
executed.

Shown in Fig. 13 are some statistics collected from the simulation run with 16 process instances. Fig. 13(a) is a GUI of the
Progress Monitor module showing the turn-around times of the 16 jobs (i.e., process instances). Fig. 13(b) shows the utili-
zation of each participant. In this particular case, the average turn-around time is 808.86 h (with a minimum of 262 h for
PI#1 and a maximum of 1344 h for PI#16) the average resource utilization is 44.84%. Considering the critical path time of
243.49 h, one may conclude that the bidding/contract process is heavily unbalanced. That is, there are severe job delays
while the resources are underutilized. However, it should be noticed that the simulation results show only the behavior
of the system during an initial transition period.
Fig. 13. GUI of the workflow simulation system: simulation results.
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For a rigorous simulation analysis, steady-state simulation runs need to be made to observe key system performances
such as the distribution job turn-around times, the profile of pending jobs, the profile of pending workitems for each partic-
ipant, and the utilization of each participant. We skip this part because it is not the main concern of this paper.

5. Conclusions and discussion

In this paper, we proposed a mediator approach to direct workflow simulation so that software modules required for
workflow simulation can be plugged in an existing BPM system without any modification of workflow engine. In the pro-
posed approach, the synchronization manager mediates all interactions between the enactment server and the participant
simulators. Detailed DEVS models of the enactment server and (single and group) participant simulators are presented. Also
presented are architectures of build-time and run-time workflow simulators, together with a class diagram for the build-
time simulator. The build-time workflow simulator has been implemented with a commercial BPM system (as well as with
an academic BPM system) and tested with a workflow data reported in the literature. The paper has demonstrated that (1)
workflow models (i.e., PDMs and process instances) of a BPM system can be directly simulated by using the workflow engine
(or enactment server) itself without any modification of the workflow models and (2) the workflow simulation system can
be built without any internal modification of the BPM system. Further, it is postulated that the proposed approach may easily
be extended to ‘collaborative’ workflow simulation involving multiple BPM systems.

However, further developments are needed to make the proposed approach fully operational in the commercial BPM
world. First, as mentioned earlier, we need to develop group participant simulators covering the remaining two cases of han-
dling group participant that are specified by the Workflow Management Coalition [12]. Second, in order to provide the run-
time simulation functionality to a commercial BPM system, the run-time simulator architecture of Fig. 7(b) needs to be
implemented.

Another line of workflow simulation research that deserves further investigation is ‘collaborative’ workflow simulation
involving multiple BPM systems. For this purpose, a detailed scenario for collaborative BPM has to be specified by consid-
ering all the interoperability cases defined in the WfMC standards [10]. The mediator approach proposed in the paper is ex-
pected to play a key role in collaborative workflow simulation, but this has yet to be demonstrated.
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Appendix A:. API functions used in the direct workflow simulation system

Major API functions [11] used in implementing the proposed workflow simulator (Fig. 9) are given in Table A1. In partic-
ular, the WAPI-2 function ListWorkitems was used in building the function GetMu() with which the value of l (the number of
newly generated workitems) is obtained. As described in Section 3.2, the synchronization manager has to know the value of l
at the beginning of each enactment service cycle. The function ListWorkitems(j) returns the number of workitems generated
for Participant (Simulator) j. A pseudo code of the GetMu function is listed below.
public int GetMu()
{

int mu = 0;
for (int i=0; i<sessionList.Count; i++) {

Filter worklistFilter;
Collection workitems = sessionList[i].ListWorkItems(worklistFilter);
for (int j=0; j<workitems.Count; j++) {

//check if the workitem has already been passed to the pertinent simulator
bool isSent = false;
for (int k=0; k<sentWorkitems.Count; k++) {

if (sentWorkitems[k] == workitems[j]) {
isSent = true;
break;

}
}
if(isSent == false) mu ++;

}
}
return mu;

}



Fig. B1. DEVS model of a ‘group’ participant simulator.

Table A1
Standard API functions used in implementing the workflow simulator in Fig. 9.

Category API name (WfMC interface 2) Description

Connection WMConnect() Session establishment: return session information
WMDisconnect() Disconnect session

Process control WMCreateProcesslnstance() Create a new process instance
WMGetProcesslnstanceAttributeValue() Get relevant data
WMAssignProcesslnstanceAttribute() Update relevant data

Process status WMOpenProcesslnstanceList() Query process instances
WMGetProcesslnstance() Get a process instance

Worklist WMGetWorkltem() Get a wonVitem
WMCompleteWorkltem() Complete a workitem

WAPI-2 ListWorkitems() Used for getting l value
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Appendix B:. DEVS model of a group participant simulator

Fig. B1 shows a coupled DEVS model of the group participant simulator mentioned in Section 3.3. The Coordinator model
of the group participant simulator is the same as that of the single participant simulator of Fig. 6. The Queue model now has
three states Idle (no one in the group is busy), Partially-busy and All-busy (all the people in the group are busy), and state
transitions are modified accordingly. The atomic DEVS model of the Queue should be self-explanatory (if the reader under-
stood the single participant Queue model of Fig. 6), where G = group size (number of people in a group) and b = number of
busy people.

The Processor model now maintains a next-event list (NEL) in which all the ‘scheduled’ completed workitems {WC(a, p, c)}
assigned to the group are stored. NEL is a priority queue where {WC} are sorted in an ascending order of their completion
time c. Every time a new workitem WN(a, p) is received from the Queue, a completed workitem WC(a, p, c) is generated after
computing its expected completion time c and then it is ‘scheduled’ into NEL. If a ‘ask completion’ message is received from
the Coordinator, the first record of NEL is ‘retrieved’ and sent to the Coordinator. The rest of the operations in the Processor
model should be easily understood.

Appendix C:. Details of the activities in the PDM shown in Fig. 11 [16].

No. Name Participant type Participant name Processing time: p
(Time unit: hour)
1
 Preliminary bidding examination
 Group
 Bid/contract Division
 10.00

2
 Review the bidding examination report
 Single
 CP Manager
 9.92

3
 Decision making of bid
 Single
 EVP
 6.00
(continued on next page)
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No.
 Name
 Participant type
 Participant name
 Processing time: p

(Time unit: hour)
4
 Set up the cost items
 Group
 Bid/contract division
 19.00

5
 Take off quantities
 Group
 Estimate Division
 68.00

6
 Inquiry
 Group
 Bid/contract division
 94.81

7
 Cost estimate
 Group
 Estimate division
 21.00

8
 Fill the quotation table
 Group
 Estimate division
 3.36

9
 Survey the quotation table
 Single
 CP Manager
 7.00

10
 Review the quotation table
 Single
 EVP
 13.52

11
 Determine the bidding price
 Single
 CEO
 13.04

12
 Adjust the unit prices of cost items
 Group
 Bid/contract division
 2.68

13
 Make bid proposal
 Group
 Bid/contract division
 1.97
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